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12-8-2016 CROP CIRCLE

What for many may seem impossible

Through God the Father it becomes possible.

No advertising agency could have come up with anything like that.

God warns us of what is going to happen. 

Until now there has been no way to fathom God's plans. Only now it has 

been possible to decode the messages from God. 

You will understand as you begin to go through the slides.

Please note that this crop circle has 

two parallel messages, in addition to referencing Catholic 

Advent.

And the SECOND COMING of  JESUS CHRIST
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12-8-2016 CROP CIRCLE

Let us see the HIDDEN MESSAGES



FIRST MESSAGE: the TOTALITY of the WORLD determined by 

a BIG external circle



SECOND MESSAGE: There is an Insiders' world outlined by a very 

large internal circle. Within that inner circle, an apparent great 

confusion.



THIRD MESSAGE: THE APPARENT CONFUSION is managed by a 

GREAT SATANIC DOMINATOR. Everything is perfectly controlled 

and hidden and interconnected by a HEXAGON: The Antichrist is 

coming from the Satanic-Khazarian-Zionist-Cabalist fringe. 



FOURTH MESSAGE: the GREAT SATANIC DOMINATOR. Everything 

is perfectly controlled and hidden by FEW inside the CIRCLE
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3 SMALL PETALS and 6 SIDES: 11 + 11 + 11 = 33

THE MASONIC CENTER Within the FIRST fundamental CIRCLE 

MANAGING EVERYTHING OUTSIDE



FIFTH MESSAGE: the GREAT SATANIC DOMINATOR. Everything 

is perfectly controlled and hidden also by many proxies
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3 BIG PETALS AND 6 SIDES - each half petal has 6 CUTS. 

Total control over everything is always hidden through 

the work of proxies. 11 + 11 + 11 = 33
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Another 3 GREAT PETALS / 6 HIDDEN SIDES and INTRODUCED 

in a "total chaos". Absolute control over everything always managed 

by affiliates/proxies of a lower masonic order.

11 + 11 + 11 = 33 - TOTAL SEMIPETAL 6-6-6 the BEAST

SIXTH MESSAGE: Everything is controlled and again MORE hidden 

by many others proxies in the outside circle, introduced into the culture 

of everyday life



SEVENTH MESSAGE: the HEXAGONS form a CONCENTRIC 

CIRCUITRY. The interlinking of circuitry is extremely 

devastating because it controls the whole planet with infinite 

intersections.



These infinite intersections extend to touch the lowest levels of control: 

home, family, work, and human thinking. They do not affect the Time of 

God the Father, chosen for the salvation of those who love Him.



Twitter

linkedln

Tinder

Pinterest

Netflix
Medium

Instagram

They have made you believe to be FREE is FREE, but they know everything about 

you, who do you vote for, who you are talking with, who you go to bed with, if you say 

prayers in the evening and where is the next meeting for dinner. With this information 

they can control you and maybe even assassinate you. Those in the middle (Mossad, 

CIA, NSA) are always the leaders. The servers where you send all your messages are 

theirs. Whatsapp uses FACEBOOK servers, etc. you are in their hands
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Let us finish with the HIDDEN MESSAGES

he who makes the world go round is the ELITE whose name is 

ANTICHRIST 
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Now, the HIDDEN MESSAGES

20 SIGNS, AND 33 DIVISIONS.

WHAT THE SIGNS INDICATE
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8 DUAL SIGNS + 1 SIGN REPEATED 4 TIMES

ALL SIGNS HAVE A DOUBLE MEANING

8 x 2 = 16 + 4 = 20

The 33 external divisions confirm again that we 

are dealing with Masonry.
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Let us explore various signs leaving 

the one repeated 4x for the end



EQUAL OR SIMILAR SIGNS ARE ON OPPOSITE

ENDS OF THE CIRCLE







The FAMILY
The MAN – husband – and the WOMAN – wife 

who care for and rock their newborn baby

in the cradle



The man with the plow

and the MAN who carries his burden in his daily work



The sower with the seeds

With a sowing sack across his shoulders



Working equipment

the ancient spindle



the ancient spindle and the spinning wheel



Working equipment

The PLANE of the carpenter

On the left a small blade rotation to fix and stop the blade



Working equipment

On the left the PINCERS    - the SCYTHE on the right

handles

jaws

handles

blade

sharpener



The MILLSTONE for the grain



Bellows for the forge to melt metal



Boys and girls playing



HAND HELD LANTERN

It is used in the winter when daylight is short, and here it also is the 

hour marker. The two time periods shown are 15:40 (picture on 

left) and 16:30 (pictured on the right). Further reference to the clock 

is given by the position of the yellow and red lines in the crop circle, 

set at 3:40 PM to be taken as the starting point and 4:30 PM as the 

final point.
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The 3-hour division

indicates 3 months = 90 

days

The hand is positioned 

at 1/5 of the 3 hours

90 days : 5 x 1 = 18 

days

1st REFERENCE: 12-8-2016 + 15 months and 18 days = 12-11-2017 + 18 days

30-11-2017

It is THE END of  the ORDINARY TIME LITURGY before the start of 

the ADVENT LITURGY in the ROMAN LITURGICAL RITE



30-11-2017 is the start of the days of suffering

Then the ROMAN LITURGICAL RITE 

ADVENT 3-12-2017 

(2-12-17 Saturday evening)

From the COMET STAR crop cirle: 

the start of the DAYS OF SUFFERING

start



Let’s see the 

SECOND MESSAGE
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2nd REFERENCE: 12-8-2016 + 16 months and 15 days = 27 - 12 - 2017

The 3-hour division

Indicates 3 months = 90 days

The hand is placed 1/2 in 3 hours

By the difference we have

90 days : 2 – 18 days  = 27 days

30-11-2017 + 27 days  = 27 - 12 - 2017

Or: 



The SECOND REFERENCE indicates 

the Christmas CRIB that is 

held on the catholic 

ADVENT time
the hut, the cradle and the baby Jesus, 

Mary and Joseph and the Angels

ADVENT 2017



ADVENT 2017

A CROP CIRCLE showing ALSO a Christmas CRIB

Why all this?

Do we need a Christmas crib for 2017 so complex to understand?

Or do we need to understand that in this period of time, Jesus Christ is 

really coming back for the SECOND TIME to finally destroy the 

antichrist which is trying to claim for itself the center of the world?

Maybe this is the REAL MESSAGE, because which is the best time to 

wait other than

ADVENT?
SHOWING SAME DATES AS THE COMET STAR CROP CIRCLE?

The ADVENT is also  a suffering symbol and the 

CATHOLIC LITURGY uses VIOLET 

VESTMENTS to recall this





The coming of Christ will be through pain and 

suffering: the GREAT TRIBULATION

The Church of Rome is already in the center of the Cyclone, whose 

name is False Prophet, while Freemasonry is now the Commander of 

the Antichrist and is directed by the Beast. In this crop circle, Heaven 

addresses the true Catholics and gives them notice. False Prophet 

receives his messages from The Beast and cannot understand the 

signs sent by heaven.

MDM. He has been sent to dismantle My Church and tear it up into 

little pieces Friday, March 8th, 2013 @ 14:05 

He will desecrate My Holy Eucharist and will divide My Church in half and 

then by half again He will make efforts to dismiss those loyal followers of 
My beloved Holy Vicar Pope Benedict XVI, appointed by Me. 

He will root out all those who are loyal to My Teachings and throw 

them to the wolves. www.BOOKOFTHETRUTH.com



4-11-2017 It is official: the Conciliar Church led by the 

FALSE PROPHET embraces Protestantism - elimination of the 
Eucharistic sacrifice of the MAss - TRUE presence of CHRIST in 

BODY BLOOD SOUL and DIVINITY 

THE SACRED TEMPLE has already been destroyed, but they will be 
doing more. They will definitively demolish it in a new "September 
11", and the false prophet will become the FALSE victim

The antichrist, the 
iniquitous

the son of Satan

Anathematized with 
God's curse, by the 
Byzantine Catholic 

Patriarch, Elijah, 2013.

The BEAST The FALSE PROPHET



Following the COMET STAR we get to 

Christmas day

is this the 3rd MESSAGE? See also 

http://www.royaldevice.com/DOWNLOAD/comet-star.pdf

Indications seems to be congruent and both CROPS point to same dates

Come Jesu come, come in your GLORY


